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Thermal decomposition mechanisms of hafnium and zirconium
silicates at the atomic scale

S. Monaghan, J. C. Greer, and S. D. Elliotta!

Tyndall National Institute, Lee Maltings, Cork, Ireland

sReceived 16 February 2005; accepted 5 April 2005; published online 1 June 2005d

The hafnium and zirconium silicates,sMO2dxsSiO2d1−x, with M =Hf/Zr, are being considered as
high-k gate dielectrics for field-effect transistors as a compromise between high permittivity and
thermal stability during processing. Using atomic-scale models of silicates derived from hafnon/
zircon, stability before and after simulated thermal annealing is calculated within a
density-functional approach. These silicates are found to be thermodynamically unstable with
respect to decomposition into SiO2 andMO2 sM =Hf/Zrd. Segregation mechanisms on the atomic
scale are studied leading to an insight as to an why SiO2-rich mixtures undergo spinodal
decomposition and why, by contrast,MO2-rich phases are metastable, decomposing below typical
process temperatures. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1926399g

I. INTRODUCTION

High-k oxides are being investigated as gate dielectrics
for future generation metal-oxide-semiconductorsMOSd
technologies1 and have been investigated for various material
compositions and deposition conditions. High atomic num-
ber elements such as hafnium and zirconium are considered
to be useful for incorporation into insulator oxides or sili-
cates due to the resulting increase in the dielectric constant
skd, and because they are believed to minimize dangling
bonds at the silicon interface, thus assisting in lowering de-
fect densities during processing.2 Amorphous hafniasHfO2d
and zirconiasZrO2d remain leading candidates as gate dielec-
tric replacements, although their integration into the MOS
gate stack poses substantial technological challenges.2,3 One
of these challenges is to ensure their stability as a single
amorphous phase throughout MOS thermal processingswith
temperatures ranging up to,1000 °Cd. The glass transition
temperatures of hafnia and zirconia are lowfTgsHfO2d
,500 °C, TgsZrO2d,425 °C sRefs. 4 and 5dg, but can be
raised by the addition of silicafSiO2, Tg,1200 °CsRef. 6dg
to give amorphous silicates, albeit at the penalty of lowering
the dielectric constant.

The hafnium and zirconium silicatessHSOs and ZSOs,
respectively, or MSOs when referred to collectivelyd are
mixtures with the compositionsMO2dxsSiO2d1−x, with M
=Hf/Zr. However, little is known about the structure or sta-
bility of these metal silicates, thus prompting the present
computational study. HafnonsHfSiO4d and zirconsZrSiO4d
are the MSOs with compositionx=0.5. They occur naturally
as minerals and are of use in geochronology and as optical
waveguides; they also serve as natural hosts for the radioac-
tive elements uranium and thorium in the Earth’s crust, thus
finding application for the storage of nuclear waste.7 They
are known to be thermodynamically stable up to,1750 °C
sRef. 8d and,1675 °C,sRef. 9d respectively—adequate for

the ca. 1000 °C anneals occurring during MOS processing.
However, the thermal stability of other MSO compositions is
less well understood.

There is now substantial experimental data on the an-
nealing temperatures required to cause MSOs to crystallize.
Initial work on the SiO2-rich MSOssx,0.5d found them to
remain amorphous up to high temperatures.2,10 In a study of
MSOs withxø0.25 deposited from chemical solution,MO2

crystallization and phase separation are observed at 1000 °C,
and the SiO2 network is observed to remain amorphous.5

X-ray studies of chemical-vapor-deposited 4–10-nm HSO
films with x,0.4 show no crystallization until ca. 1000 °C
sRefs. 11 and 12d or 1100 °C,13 but transmission electron
microscopysTEMd reveals some phase segregration. Experi-
ments on ZSOs withxø0.5 using remote plasma-enhanced
chemical-vapor deposition on a Si substrate result in a lower
TgsZSOd=800–900 °C, and phase separation into tetragonal
ZrO2 and amorphous SiO2.

14 Amorphous ZSOs withx=0.2
decomposed into crystalline ZrO2 at 900 °C.15 Repeating
these experiments on HfO2-rich HSOssxù0.5d, hafnia crys-
tallites appear at 800 °C withx=0.8,12 or at 850 °C withx
=0.6.11,13 Another study finds thatMO2-rich MSOs show
crystallization and phase separation at 800 °C into tetragonal
MO2 and amorphous SiO2.

5 Some of these data are summa-
ried in Ref. 4. One consequence of phase separation is that
the deleterious diffusion of dopantssB, P, and Asd through
HSOs is higher than that through SiO2.

16

These findings demonstrate that MSOs do not possess
the requisite thermal stability for use as a single-phase MOS
gate dielectric. Some studies have provided a deeper under-
standing of the decomposition process. It was concluded that
phase separation is spontaneous for ZSOs in the range 0.03
,x,0.16 at 900 °C.17 At 800 °C, amorphous SiO2-rich
MSOs are observed to separate before crystallization.12

Based on the features of the known ZrO2–SiO2 phase dia-
gram, Kim and McIntyre postulate a metastable miscibility
gap for MSOs,18 which results in two qualitatively different
modes of decomposition: nucleation/growth and spinodal
decomposition.19 If there are kinetic barriers to decomposi-adElectronic mail: simon.elliott@tyndall.ie
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tion, segregation intoMO2+SiO2 occurs aboveTg by nucle-
ation and growth. In spinodal decomposition the mixture is
unstablesnot metastabled and compositional fluctuations lead
to spontaneous demixing within the amorphous phase at
all temperatures. From the phase diagram derived from
known experimental data, spinodal decomposition is pre-
dicted for ZSOs 0.1,x,0.6 at typical MOS processing
temperatures,11 with nucleation and growth dominating oth-
erwise. Evidence for these two distinct mechanisms atx
=0.4 andx=0.8 has been obtained by examining the segre-
gated microstructures using grazing-incidence x-ray
scattering.12

An explanation of the decomposition processes must ul-
timately consider the atomic processes that lead to these dif-
ferent mechanisms. Fourier transform infraredsFTIRd has
yielded most of the atomic-scale data on Hf/Zr silicates to
date. For instance, the breaking of Si–O–Zr chains on ther-
mal treatment is observed in FTIR, along with the growth of
the Si–O–Si and Zr–O–Zr signals indicative of SiO2 and
ZrO2.

14 Another FTIR study reports adsorptions in HSOs
associated with Si–O–Hf bonding, even at relatively low
metal concentrations.5 In contrast, the same study on the
equivalent ZSOs found reduced Si–O–Zr absorptions and an
increase in those associated with symmetric Si–O–Si.

The need for further investigation of these mechanisms
is clear. In fact, there is a general lack of published work on
atomic-scale mechanisms underlying the decomposition of
inorganic materials and our computational study is an inves-
tigation of transition-metal pseudobinary silicates. A recent
first-principles study of ZSOs in the rangex,0.5 concen-
trated on structural changes at lowx and assumed the ZSOs
to be thermodynamically stable.20 Another work used first
principles to model ZSO withx=0.25 sas well asx=0.15
with empirical potentialsd and found the dielectric constant
by assigning a polarizability to each Zr/Si polyhedron.21 By
contrast, our aim is to identify the driving forces behind
phase segregation. Hence the focus here is on the early stage
of decomposition where segregation can be explored by fol-
lowing atomic arrangements on the scale of a few nanom-
eters. To this end, we develop a model for MSO mixtures
with various compositionssSec. IId, and examine the ener-
getic changes due to chemical substitution relative to the
stable hafnon and zircon structures, both before and after
molecular-dynamicssMDd-simulated annealingsSec. IIId. It
is found that decomposition of the SiO2-rich MSOs is spon-
taneous and driven by bond formation typical of silica. Ther-
mal treatmentsMD simulationd enhances diffusion and silica
growth, and causes atomic rearrangement inMO2-rich re-
gions that may be described as a precursor to the crystalline
MO2. It is also found that theMO2-rich MSOs are meta-
stable atT,TgsMO2d, but at higher temperatures nucleation
of crystallites is observed with metal-metal distances charac-
teristic of the monoclinic phase of hafnia and zirconia. Im-
plications of our findings for technology applications are dis-
cussed in Sec. IV and conclusions are presented in Sec. V.

II. SIMULATION METHODS

A. Computational procedures

Structures for bulk MSOs are computed within the
framework of density-functional theorysDFTd using the Vi-
ennaab initio simulation programsVASPd.22 The gradient-
corrected PW91 functional23 has been applied to provide ac-
curate geometries and reliable estimates for relative
stabilities. Three-dimensional periodicity is imposed, with
ultrasoft pseudopotentials,24 and a plane-wave basis set
s395-eV cutoffd. A 23232 k-point grid is used, which con-
verges total energies to within ±0.05 eV/cell. The conver-
gence of self-consistent steps is accurate to 10−4 eV/cell.
The optimization of cell parameters and atomic positions is
accurate to,10−3 eV Å−1, and the estimated accuracy for
DEmix is 1 meV/cell.

DFT is now well established as an accurate and efficient
parameter-free way to compute the properties of crystalline
materials, similar computations having been validated on
zircon20,25 and silicates of Mg.26 By calculating the most
stable forms of the MSO component oxidessa-quartz SiO2

and monoclinicMO2—as well as other silica polymorphs
and the tetragonal and cubicMO2 phasesd, we confirm struc-
tures and energetics agreeing to,2% with other
theoretical27–31 and experimental32 work—well within the
accuracy expected from DFT.

We quantify the thermal stability of a given MSO by its
mixing energy relative to component oxides in their most
stable forms:

DEmix = EfMxSi1−xO2g − xEfMO2g − s1 − xdEfSiO2g, s1d

DEmix is therefore expressed in units of eV/RO2, whereR
=MxSi1−x andM =Hf/Zr.

B. Structure generation

Starting geometries for hafnon and zircon have been
taken as theI41 crystal structure of zircon,25,32 and assumed
transferable to hafnon due to the very similar properties of
Hf and Zr compounds.33 This 24-atom starting structure was
then optimized using DFT following the computational pro-
cedure described above. Results were in overall agreement
with experimental findings,32 and, in particular, agree with
the known thermodynamic stability of hafnon and zircon
with respect to their component oxides. However, our
calculations reveal that the stabilization energy is low:
DEmixsZrSiO4d=−0.08 eV/RO2 and DEmixsHfSiO4d
=−0.06 eV/RO2.

The structure for zirconshafnond is shown in Figs. 1 and
2. It is composed ofMO8 dodecahedra with metal-oxygen
distances between 2.1 and 2.3 Å, and of SiO4 tetrahedrasab-
breviated STd with silicon-oxygen bond lengths of 1.6 Å. ST
are edge linked toM dodecahedra by three-coordinate oxy-
gen sin fact, within the structure all O atoms are three-
coordinated, and alternate inM –O2–Si chains along the
f0 0 1g direction, so that metal-silicon distances are 3.0 Å.
Thef0 0 1g chains are interconnected viaM –O2–M linkages
in the f1 0 0g and f0 1 0g directions. For this composition
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there is a high degree of symmetry and bothM –M and Si–Si
distances are 3.6 Å. The ST are perfectly mixed in the sense
that no ST borders another.

Hafnon and zircon are the best characterized MSOs, and
so their crystalline configurations are chosen to generate our
starting geometries for other homogeneously mixed MSOs.
A similar strategy is followed in Ref. 21. These MSOs are
fully stoichiometric, with only Si–O andM –O linkagessno
direct M –Sid and all O connected to bothM and Si, match-
ing the Rutherford backscattering spectroscopysRBSd results
for as-deposited films.14. Appropriate substitutions are made
at Hf/Zr or Si sites in the 24-atom tetragonal hafnon/zircon
cell to give cells ranging in composition fromM8O16 to
Si8O16. We thus obtain 14 symmetry-distinct compositions
for each of HSO and ZSO. These unrelaxed structures with
all atomssincluding substituted atomsd on the initial hafnon
szircond lattice sites are referred to as the “initial” configu-
ration for a given composition.

For all initial configurationsssubstituted structures with-
out structural relaxationd, our single-point DFT calculations
sTables I and IId show that there is an energy increase of
,0.7 eV for each metal ion substituted by a silicon atom,
and an energy increase of,1.5 eV for each silicon site sub-
stituted by aM =Hf/Zr ion; substitution of aM ion onto a Si
site is roughly twice as unstable than substitution of Si onto
a M ion site. It is of course unphysical to assume the same
coordination after these two types of substitution, and our
results sSec. IIId show that improvements in coordination
number drive the decomposition process. Simply relaxing
the geometry may not achieve this;20 instead, the simulation
must be designed to allow substituted atoms to escape local
minima and attain more appropriate coordination levels.21

Due to the computational restrictions, most calculations
have been performed using 24-atom cells. However, for the
purpose of validation a 192-atom cell has also been com-
puted, derived from a 23232 expansion of the 24-atom
hafnon cell. A radius relative to the center of the simulation
cell was defined, and all Hf atoms lying outside this radius
were substituted by Si atoms. This resulted in hafnon clusters
embedded in a silica matrix, with cell composition
Hf13Si51O128, x=0.20.

C. Structure optimization and simulated annealing

After varying material composition by substitution of at-
oms into reference cells, atomic positions and lattice param-
eters are allowed to relax while minimizing the total DFT
electronic energy, resulting in a local energy minimum ge-
ometry atT=0. These configurations resulting directly from

FIG. 1. HafnonsHfSiO4d or zirconsZrSiO4d. A 232 expansion of the unit
cell viewed along thef1 0 0g direction depicted by the ball-and-stick model.
In order of increasing size: for black and white graphs, Oslightd, Si sdarkd,
and Zr/Hf swhited; and for color graphs, Osredd, Si sgoldd, and Zr/Hf
sblued. One M –O2–Si chain oriented alongz=f0 0 1g is highlighted
sdarkerd. See also Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Polyhedral structure of zircon/hafnon viewed along thef1 1 0g
direction with SiO4 tetrahedra displayed in light gray andMO8 dodecahedra
in dark gray. As in Fig. 1, ST andM dodecahedra are edge linked in
M –O2–Si chains alongz=f0 0 1g. There are no ST-ST linkages.

TABLE I. ZSO mixing energiesDEmix seV/RO2d and densitiesr
sRO2/nm3d, R=Hf/Zr,Si; see Fig. 3.

x Cell DEmix
init DEmix

pre DEmix
post rpre rpost

0.0 a-SiO2 ¯ ¯ ¯ 38.9 38.9
0.125 Zr1Si7O16 +2.25 +1.37 +1.33 35.1 35.2
0.25 Zr2Si6O16 +1.47 +0.98 +0.77 33.3 31.2
0.375 Zr3Si5O16 +0.70 +0.62 +0.50 31.7 30.6
0.5 Zr4Si4O16 −0.08 −0.08 −0.08 30.3 30.2
0.625 Zr5Si3O16 +1.43 +0.25 +0.25 28.5 28.5
0.75 Zr6Si2O16 +2.95 +0.51 +0.36 27.0 28.3
0.875 Zr7Si1O16 +4.46 +0.75 +0.44 25.7 26.8
1.0 m-ZrO2 ¯ ¯ ¯ 35.7 35.7

TABLE II. HSO mixing energies DEmix seV/RO2 and densitiesr
sRO2/nm3d; see Fig. 4.

x Cell DEmix
init DEmix

pre DEmix
post rpre rpost

0.0 a-SiO2 ¯ ¯ ¯ 38.9 38.9
0.125 Hf1Si7O16 +2.17 +1.34 +1.34 35.5 36.0
0.25 Hf2Si6O16 +1.43 +0.95 +0.94 33.5 33.4
0.375 Hf3Si5O16 +0.68 +0.55 +0.51 32.1 31.8
0.5 Hf4Si4O16 −0.06 −0.06 −0.06 30.7 31.1
0.625 Hf5Si3O16 +1.24 +0.26 +0.26 29.3 29.4
0.75 Hf6Si2O16 +2.54 +0.52 +0.18 27.9 29.1
0.875 Hf7Si1O16 +3.84 +0.77 +0.36 26.7 27.4
1.0 m-HfO2 ¯ ¯ ¯ 34.4 34.4
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minimization of the initial configurations are referred to as
“preanneal” structures. The preanneal structures are then
used as starting geometries forab initio MD simulations
sclassical ion dynamics on the Born–Oppenheimer DFT en-
ergy surfaced using VASP. The MD simulations enable local
energy barriers of the order of the ionic kinetic energies to be
overcome, and the ions are allowed to explore larger regions
of configuration space. A time step of 1 fs was chosen. After
equilibration for 1.8 ps toT=600 °C, Maxwell–Boltzmann-
distributed random velocities are assignedsagain at 600 °Cd
and the system is simulated for an additional 1.0 ps within
the microcanonical ensemble. Instantaneous temperature
fluctuations remain well below the hafnon/zircon melting
pointsf,1700 °CsRefs. 8 and 9dg. Following the MD simu-
lation, a final energy optimizationsquenchd is performed.
These final structures are referred to as “postanneal” struc-
tures. If the original starting configuration is thermally
stable, the final geometry from this procedure will be identi-
cal to the preanneal geometry. If the ionic kinetic energy is
sufficient to overcome local energy barriers, the structures
can relax to a lower-energy structure. The computational ex-
pense of our simulations requires us to consider small, peri-
odic cells, limiting the study of large-scale effects such as
amorphicity or diffusion. However, our simulation cells may
be viewed as snapshots of early-stage decomposition, or
as idealized representations of an evolvingMO2/SiO2

interface.

III. RESULTS

All pre- and postanneal MSOs with compositions differ-
ing from hafnon and zirconxÞ0.5 are found to be thermo-
dynamically unstable relative to dissociation intoMO2 and
SiO2, DEmix.0 in Eq. s1d. For the ZSOs, the data are in
agreement with the features of the phase diagram,9 and it can
be inferred that details of the HSO phase diagram are
similar.8 The data for the lowest-energy configurations are
given in Tables I and II and depicted in Figs. 3 and 4. The
approximately linear variation of energy withx matches the
computed data onx,0.5 ZSOs.20

A. Preanneal structures

On allowing the initial configurations to relax to the pre-
anneal MSOs, there is a marked lowering in energy; see Figs.
3 and 4. As can be anticipated from the coordination num-
bers resulting from substitutions relative to the hafnon/zircon
structures, these highly mixed structures are extremely un-
stable. The stabilization is larger for theMO2-rich silicates
x.0.5 than for the SiO2-rich structuresx,0.5. They relax
to a local minimum that reduces the coordination for Si at-
oms, and increases that ofM atoms. Despite this relaxation,
the preanneal MSO’sxÞ0.5 remain thermodynamically un-
stablesDEmix.0d and so represent local energy minima.

Figure 5 shows the atomic arrangement of Hf2Si6O16

sx=0.25d. Comparingsad the initial configuration andsbd the
preanneal structure shows that Si ions substituted into Hf
sites become displaced alongf0 0 1g, lowering coordination
to sixfold, accompanied by a shortening of Si–O distances to
1.7 Å. The originalsnonsubstitutedd silicon sites remain tet-
rahedralsSi–O=1.6 Åd, but form complex polyhedra with
the SiO6 that arise from substitutions to the lattice. This is
also visible in Fig. 6sad. The majority of the O atoms neigh-
boring Si atoms distort spontaneously into a twofold coordi-
nation, giving overall 37% of O in two-coordination. This is
accompanied by contraction of the cell, an 8–9% increase in
densityssee Tables I and II, where the density is expressed as
the number of atoms, not mass, per unit volumed. The struc-
tural changes in the SiO2-rich regions of preanneal Zr2Si6O16

are similar. In the regions ofx=0.25 that remain hafnonlike,
little change is apparent. The Hf/Zr sites remain largely un-
perturbed, maintaining eightfold coordination, with most O
atoms bonded to Hf remaining threefold coordinated. The
configuration changes described forx=0.25 reflect similar
bonding rearrangements within all computed preanneal
SiO2-rich MSOs.

Similar results are observed for larger 192-atom cells
such as Hf13Si51O128 sx=0.20d. The larger cell allows the Si
atoms substituted to Hf sites to further reduce their coordi-
nation. The percentage of sixfold/fivefold/fourfold coordina-
tion of Si in the cell is 8%/25%/67%, indicating that Si have
reduced coordination and rearranged in the SiO2-rich regions
towards optimal four coordination. The resulting percentage

FIG. 3. ZSO mixing energies for initial, pre-, and postanneal structures. See
Table I.

FIG. 4. HSO mixing energies for initial, pre-, and postanneal structures. See
Table II.
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of oxygen atoms in twofold/threefold coordination is 47%/
53%, distributed such that in the SiO2-rich region all O are
two-coordinated and all Si are four-coordinatedsexcept for a
single three-coordinate Sid. At the interface within the cell,
most O bonded to Hf+Si is three-coordinate. These data in-
dicate that the transformation to silica is complete in the
SiO2-rich regions. Of the Hf atoms, 38% have reduced their
coordination to sevenfold with all other Hf atoms remaining
eightfold coordinated.

For Zr3Si5O16 and Hf3Si5O16 sx=0.375d, the Si atoms
substituted into the lattice become fourfold coordinated with
Si–O bond lengths in the range of 1.8–2.0 Å and some O
atoms becoming twofold coordinated. Most of the O atoms
nearM atoms remain threefold coordinated. These bonding
changes are accompanied by a small increase of 4% in den-
sity sTables I and IId.

Structural changes for Zr1Si7O16 sx=0.125d are most sig-
nificant within the SiO2-rich regions, with Si–Si distances
reduced to ,2.7 Å. Associated Si–O bonds shorten to
,1.8 Å and link to preexisting silica regions within the
structure. Zr remains eightfold coordinated and O atoms near
Zr tend to stay in threefold-coordinated positions. The den-

FIG. 5. A 232 expansion of Hf2Si6O16 simulation cell viewed alongf1 0 0g
in ball-and-stick format. In order of increasing size: for black and white
graphs, Oslightd, Si sdarkd, and Hfswhited; and for color graphs, Osredd, Si
sgoldd, and Hf sblued. sad Initial structure. Substitution of Si into half of the
Hf sites of hafnonsone such site is indicated by the eight black bonded O
atomsd. An arrow indicates the direction of Si movement betweensad and
sbd. sbd Preanneal, optimized.scd Postanneals,600 °Cd, optimized. See
also Fig. 6.

FIG. 6. Polyhedral structure ofsad preanneal Zr2Si6O16 and Hf2Si6O16, and
sbd postanneal Zr2Si6O16, viewed alongf1 1 0g, with silica polyhedra light
gray andMO8 dodecahedra orMO7 decahedra dark gray. The postanneal
configuration of Hf2Si6O16 is similar tosad. See also Fig. 5.sad Compared to
the ideal configuration of zircon/hafnon in Fig. 2, neighboring silicon tetra-
hedra are formed within the SiO2-rich regions, breaking the characteristic
zircon/hafnon chains alongf0 0 1g. sbd Postanneal, Zr polyhedra show dis-
tortion and a drop from eight to seven coordination, which is a motif of a
monoclinic crystal structure.
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sity increases by 14%sTable Id. Structural changes in
Hf1Si7O16 are similar with Si–Si distances,2.7 Å, Si–O
bond lengths ,1.7 Å, and a 14% increase in density
sTable IId.

Turning to theMO2-rich MSOs, Fig. 7 showsM6Si2O16

sx=0.75d. In Fig. 7sad substitution ofM for Si produces
fourfold-coordinatedM =Hf/Zr within the chains alongf0 0
1g. The preanneal structuresfFig. 7sbd and in polyhedral for-
mat in Fig. 8sadg exhibit primarily displacements ofM and O
ions alongs0 0 1d, accompanied by decreases in density of
9%/11% sHf/Zr, Tables I and IId. There is still substantial
strain in the structures, evidenced by the 3.1–3.8 Å range in
M –M distances. Unsubstituted chains are disrupted into
O2-bridged M –Si dimers whose local environment re-
sembles zircon/hafnon. Displacements within theMO2-rich
chains are smaller: oneM ion’s local environment tends to-
wards sixfold coordination, while otherM ions remain four-
fold coordinated, with two suchM =Hf/Zr ions highlighted
in Fig. 7sbd. As before, the configuration changes detailed
here forx=0.75 also describe the general trend in changes in
structure and bonding for the other preannealMO2-rich
MSOs.

For Zr5Si3O16 and Hf5Si3O16 sx=0.625d, it is found that
the M cation replacement for Si is largely accommodated
within the structures.M –M distances span the range of
3.1–3.8 Å and the cell expands to give a 5%–6% decrease in
densitysTables I and IId. There are no other major structural
changes. For Zr7Si1O16 and Hf7Si1O16 sx=0.875d the re-
placement ofM for Si is also largely accommodated within
the structures.M –M distances span 3.3–3.9 Å and the asso-
ciated 13%–15% decrease in density probably reflects the
longerM –M distances.

B. Postanneal structures

After annealing, the SiO2-rich structures show a further
reduction inDEmix for some ZSOs, whereas for the SiO2-rich
HSOs there is little or no change in stability between the pre-
and postanneal structures. For theMO2-rich MSOs, there is
significant improvement in the relative stability for the post-
anneal structures with metal compositionsx.0.625, as can
be seen in Figs. 3 and 4. However, all postanneal MSOs with
composition xÞ0.5 remain thermodynamically unstable
sDEmix.0d, indicating that complete segregation intoMO2

+SiO2 is not possible for the cell sizes considered here.
Figures 5scd and 6sbd show postanneal Zr2Si6O16 sx

=0.25d structures. Relative to preanneal, the Si atoms of the
SiO2-rich regions tend toward fivefold coordination. Re-
maining Zr atoms become sevenfold coordinatedsnot shown
in the ball-and-stick view but clearly seen in the polyhedral
viewd, Zr–Zr distances decrease to,3.4 Å, and there is an
8° distortion in theb angle of the simulation cell: all of these
results indicate a structural change toward monoclinic
ZrO2.

32 This partial crystallization/reorganization is accom-
panied by a 6% decrease in density. By contrast, the
Hf2Si6O16 structure shows no decrease in Si–Si distances on
annealingfFig. 5scdg, yielding only more ordered SiO2-rich
regions of four- and fivefold-coordinated Si, and shortened
Si–O bond lengths in the range of 1.6–1.7 Å.

There are similar but less extensive changes in the
SiO2-rich regions of postanneal Zr3Si5O16 and Hf3Si5O16 sx
=0.375d relative to their preanneal geometries. There emerge

FIG. 7. A 232 expansion of Hf6Si2O16 viewed along thef1 0 0g direction
with a ball-and-stick model. In order of increasing size: for black and white
graphs, Oslightd, Si sdarkd, and Hfswhited; and for color graphs, Osredd, Si
sgoldd, and Hfsblued. sad Half of the tetrahedral Si of hafnon are replaced by
Hf sone such site is highlighted darker along with a neighboring Hf sited. sbd
Preanneal, optimized. An arrow indicates the direction of Hf movement
betweensbd andscd. scd Postanneals,600 °Cd, optimized. See also Fig. 8.
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shortened Si–Si distances of 2.6 Åsin Zr3Si5O16d and Si–O
bonds of 1.7–1.8 Å. The density is reduced by 3% in
Zr3Si5O16. Apart from no significant change in density, post-
anneal Zr1Si7O16 and Hf1Si7O16 sx=0.125d show similar
changes in Si–Si and Si–O distances. The cell angleb for the
SiO2-rich ZSOs distorts at 3°–8° between pre- and postan-
neal structures.

Figure 8sbd shows postanneal Hf6Si2O16 sx=0.75d in a
polyhedral view, and Fig. 7scd shows a ball-and-stick view. A
structural phase transition has occurred relative to the prean-
neal structure. The Hf–Hf chains aligned alongf0 0 1g of the
preanneal configuration are remnants of the initial hafnon
structure. During anneal, we observe that these Hf atoms are
able to move through an O3 face into neighboring octahedral
interstices. As a result, the HfO2-rich region consists exclu-
sively of edge-linked Hf octahedra in a ribbonlike arrange-
ment alongf1 0 0g. Hf–Hf distances are 3.3 Å within the
ribbons and the ribbons are separated by alternate Hf–Hf
distances of 3.3 and 3.9 Å. The shorter distances compare
well with the,3.2 Å obtained by extended x-ray-absorption
fine structuresEXAFSd of an x=0.55 sample annealed at
900 °C.34 Although puckered in thef0 0 1g direction, these
Hf–O2–Hf ribbons resemble those of rutile HfO2.

32 How-
ever, the Hf–Hf distances are close to those found in mono-
clinic hafnia, which is energetically favored over rutile.
There is an increase in density of 4% relative to preanneal,

consistent with a change towards the more dense crystalline
phase. Mixed regions of Hf6Si2O16 largely maintain their
hafnon structure.

In Zr6Si2O16, the four-coordinate Zr only partially move
through the O3 face towards a neighboring interstice and this
results in Zr coordinations in the range of 5–7. Although
there is also an improvement in the packing of the polyhedra,
the structural transition is not as advanced as in the
Hf6Si2O16 case, as indicated by Zr–Zr distances in the range
of 3.5–4.0 Å. This suggests that further annealing would be
necessary to achieve level of ordering of the sample mea-
sured by EXAFSsZr–Zr,3.2 Åd.34

In Zr5Si3O16 and Hf5Si3O16 sx=0.625d, the small num-
ber of M cation replacements for Si has been largely accom-
modated within the preanneal structures, and so, even post-
annealing, theM –M oriented alongf0 0 1g remain relatively
short at 3.1 Å. However, otherM –M distances become
spread over a greater range of values than those occurring in
zircon/hafnon. At the other extreme, Zr7Si1O16 and
Hf7Si1O16 sx=0.875d have undergone major structural tran-
sition to layers or ribbons ofM –O2–M, as described for
postanneal Hf6Si2O16. Hf–Hf distances under 4 Å span the
range of distances found within monoclinic and cubic hafnia/
zirconia. Densities increase 3%–4% with respect to prean-
neal values.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Stability of zircon and hafnon

Figures 3 and 4 reveal that ZrSiO4 and HfSiO4 are ther-
modynamically stable with respect to dissociation into their
component oxides, but we find that the magnitude of this
DEmix is smallsSec. II Bd. Analysis of their structures reveals
that the thermal stability arises from the special symmetrical
arrangement of SiO4 tetrahedrasSTd andMO8 dodecahedra.
Chains of O2-bridgedM –Si occur along thef0 0 1g direc-
tion, allowing forM –M distances of,3.6 Å, near the opti-
mum M –M distance found in cubic zirconia/hafnia. In addi-
tion, there are no Si–O–Si in any direction and this means
that ST are isolated from one another by the surroundingM
dodecahedra, preventing immediate silica formation. It is
found that any deviation from these attributes creates regions
of instability in the structures.

B. Spontaneous decomposition of SiO 2-rich MSOs

From the preanneal configurations considered in Sec.
III A, we see that distortions occur spontaneously in the
SiO2-rich regions, increasing density and reducing Si–O
bond lengths to 1.6 Å, typical of silica networks. In addition,
a significant percentage of the O atoms undergo a change
from threefold to twofold coordination, also typical of silica
growth. This has been confirmed with calculations on large
simulation cells. These SiO2 networks appear to remain in an
amorphous state, and extrapolating our findings for the
SiO2-rich MSOs to as-deposited bulk films, it is inferred that
these effects lead to global segregation of a SiO2 phase,
without crystallization of SiO2 s,Tg,1200 °Cd. Contrac-
tion of Si–O and lowering of coordination number are both
atomic processes that can proceed spontaneously without an

FIG. 8. Polyhedral structure ofsad preanneal Zr6Si2O16 and Hf6Si2O16, and
sbd postanneal Hf6Si2O16, viewed alongf1 1 0g, with SiO4 tetrahedrasSTd
light gray and metal polyhedra dark grey, with the latter comprising ofMO8

dodecahedra,MO6 octahedra, andMO4 tetrahedra. See also Fig. 7.
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energy barrier and this is consistent with the observation of
spinodal decomposition for SiO2-rich MSOs.11,12,18The rate
of segregation will be limited by diffusion and viscous flow
at a given temperature.

Our model does not shed light on the composition of the
phase that remains after SiO2 segregation.M –O2–Si units
persist in all of our calculations, characteristic of hafnon/
zircon, but this is an artifact of the idealized starting struc-
tures of our model. It is likely that formation of such units is
kinetically suppressed in amorphous films.11 The experimen-
tal Tg at whichMO2 crystallization occurs inx,0.5 MSOs
greatly exceed theTg of bulk MO2 ssee Sec. Id, which argues
for a distinct mixed phase or for strong interfacialsor
particle-sized effects.35 In either case, it is possible that
hafnon/zircon-likeM –O2–Si units are responsible, but our
model does not provide definitive evidence.

C. Metastability of MO2-rich MSOs against nucleation

For MO2-rich MSOs, the preanneal structures are able to
accommodate the replacement of Si by four-coordinateM
through distortions of the surrounding ions, consistent with
the high dielectric constant ofMO2. This is accompanied by
significant reductions in energiessTables I and IId. Underco-
ordinatedM is a consequence of our choice of an initial
structure, but we suggest that the preanneal distortions and
postanneal segregation that we observe are general: metal ion
coordination between five and eight is accommodated by dis-
tortions of theMO2-rich regions and lattice expansion, so
that these MSOs are strained, but metastable, ionic glasses.

Thermal treatment and subsequent quenching on most of
the MO2-rich MSOs result in a further slight lowering of the
energy, but the associated structural changes are dramatic. A
transition to a rutilelike phase is initiated within the
MO2-rich regions of Hf6Si2O16, Zr7Si1O16, and Hf7Si1O16.
Simulations showM passing through an O3 face at elevated
temperatures, but more generally we suggest that sufficient
thermal excitation of soft M–O modesssuch as that of Zr
opposing O in zircon25d will mediate the transformation to
nuclei of crystalline zirconia/hafnia. Indeed, the postanneal
M –M distances that we compute are similar to those of the
monoclinic phases. We conclude that growth ofMO2 crys-
tallites is strongly favored, but that an energetic barrier to the
movement ofM cations through the O sublattice must be
overcome, which can be achieved by short anneals near
TgsMO2d. This sequence of events is interpreted asMO2

nucleation and will be followed by growth of crystallites35

aroundMO2 nuclei within the silicate, again consistent with
experimental findings.12,13

D. Implications for materials design

Other computational work finds that slight differences
between Hf and Zr impact the electronic and vibrational be-
haviors of the oxides/silicates, and hence affect the dielectric
constant.29,36 The overwhelming result of our simulations is
that Hf and Zr silicates behave very similarly at the atomic
scale. The differences in sizes are negligible, with Hf show-
ing atomic and ionic radii that are 0.01 Å less than those of
Zr.36 However, there is now a consensus that, for use in the

MOS gate stack, Hf-based dielectrics perform better than
their Zr-based analogs. One reason is the consistently higher
glass transition temperature of HSOs relative to ZSOs, at all
compositions.4 Our models provide insight as to why this is
so. All simulated HSOsx,1 were denser than the corre-
sponding ZSO at a givenx, both pre- and postannealsTables
I and IId, so that the temperatures required for the diffusion
of ions and growth ofMO2 crystallites will be higher in
HSOs than in ZSOs. This is supported by the finding of
Si–O–Hf adsorptions in the FTIR of HSOs, while the equiva-
lent ZSOs showed reduced Si–O–Zr absorptions and a sub-
stantial increase in those associated with symmetric Si–O–Si
salthough some of these may be due to dehydrationd.5

Some individual events in the first-principles simulations
support this explanation. We observe, for example, that
SiO2-rich ZSOs undergo additional changes on annealing at
,600 °C sincreased density, shorter Si–O bondsd, whereas
the corresponding HSOs maintain Si–Si distances,DEmix,
and density relative to preanneal, presumably requiring
higher temperatures for further segregationsSec. III Bd. On
the other hand, the motion of Hf across an O3 face is ob-
served in an individual simulated annealing MD run,
whereas Zr approaches but does not cross the face. Clearly,
these few MD runs do not represent a statistical sample.

Theory and experiment therefore agree that Hf and Zr
pseudobinary silicates are unstable as amorphous mixtures at
the T,1000 °C MOS processing temperatures. One way
forward is to increaseTg by further modifying the material
composition, and our atomic-scale results suggest ways to
achieve this. Forx,0.5, Si–O–Si network formation may be
prevented by forcing O into three coordination. For the
higher-k MSOs of x.0.5, it may be possible to hinderM
diffusion by hardeningM –O vibrational modes, although
this would in turn reducek.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The chemical and phase stabilities of amorphous high-k
dielectrics are critical to their application in MOS technolo-
gies. In hafnium and zirconium silicatessMO2dxsSiO2d1−x,
the dielectric constant increases withMO2 content but the
temperature limit for the amorphous phase decreases, imply-
ing a trade-off between maximum dielectric constant and
material integrity. From our idealized models and first-
principles DFT calculations, we have identified the atomic-
scale driving forces which apply generally for early-stage
decomposition of amorphous silicates.

SiO2-rich silicates are found to be unstable and to un-
dergo demixing consistent with spinodal decomposition into
separate phases, driven by growth of amorphous silica net-
works through spontaneous lowering of O coordination and
by reducing Si–Si and Si–O distances. On the other hand,
MO2-rich silicatessM =Hf,Zrd are metastable ionic glasses
up to appropriate glass transition temperatures, because of
energetic barriers to the motion ofM through the O sublat-
tice. On annealing, phase segregation is driven byM –M
distance optimization towards formation ofMO2 crystallites
through nucleation and growth. The implication for future
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electronics technology is that the zirconium and hafnium
pseudobinary silicates in their pure form are unsuitable as
alternatives to MOS gate dielectrics.
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